
E N T E R P R I S E  A R C H I T E C T U R E 
ENSURING A COST-EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
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INTRODUCTION

Development managers can avoid these consequences by adopting a holistic approach, addressing all five pain 

points with a single solution. An effective way to do this is by implementing a solid, enterprise-level architecture.

Enterprise-level software projects vary in terms of scale, 

purpose and functionality, but there are five common  

areas development managers find challenging:

• Performance

• Scalability

• Security

• Data migration

• Changing requirements

The most common approach is to tackle issues individually 

when they arise. However, fire-fighting in this 

manner can lead to:

• Overspending

• Unnecessary bugs

• Missed deadlines

•  Hacks in the code, which make the architecture more 

difficult to maintain in future

•  Conflicts with business representatives, because not 

all changes are easy to implement

BUILDING AN ENTERPRISE-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE: 5 STEPS

E N T E R P R I S E  A R C H I T E C T U R E

“ Development managers can save time and money by  

implementing a solid, enterprise-level architecture.”

Step 1 – Choose the right language

Step 2 – Scale out rather than up

A number of factors – from compatibility to functionality 

– determine the most appropriate language for a given 

application. 

.NET technologies generally offer an excellent balance 

between robustness and speed. Alternatives such as  

PHP and Java may offer similar benefits in terms of  

performance, but they are usually more expensive  

because the development process takes longer. 

Scalability must be a key consideration from the first day  

of development. 

The risks of scaling up

The traditional approach involves a two-tier architecture 

in which web apps are physically separated from the DB 

server. In this situation, scalability is often achieved by 

upgrading hardware capabilities, such as by adding more 

RAM, a better processor or a faster hard drive. This method 

is known as ‘scaling up’.

The main issue with scaling up is that performance is 

achieved through hardware, which restricts flexibility due to 

hardware available and pricing. To overcome these limitations 

many organisations add a load balancer in front of their web 

services. Although this is more effective than a simple scale-

up, there are separate issues associated with this approach, 

for example exposing the BLL in the DMZ and multiplying a 

layer of the application that may not be overloaded.

The benefits of scaling out

A better way of achieving scalability is to write the software 

so it’s capable of supporting a physical separation  

of each logical layer.
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HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF AN ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPED FOR SCALING OUT:

Figure 1: High load and security environment
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•  The identity provider is located in the DMZ and can be 

•  The web farm is located in the DMZ and is the public-

facing layer. It can consist of N number of servers 

connected to a load balancer. This layer does not  

contain a BLL.  

•  The public API farm is located in the DMZ and is 

responsible for communicating with other devices and 

systems, such as mobile phones, external apps and  

legacy systems. 

•  Distributed cache servers are located in the private   

network and are therefore secured from the public.

•  The application farm containing a BLL is located in the 

private network and is therefore secured from the public.

•  Scheduled job servers are located in the private net  

work and are therefore secured from the public.

•  Database clustered servers are located in the private  

or additionally firewalled internal network, and are   

therefore secured from the public or private network.

•  File storage is located in the private network and is   

therefore secured from the public.

Thus, an application spread over N number of computers 

can be scaled out easily at any time, without any changes 

to the code – saving time and money.
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Step 3 – Make security scalable

Step 4 – Migrate data during development 

Step 5 – Physically separate layers to allow for changing requirements 

Security can be achieved by using the scalability approach 

described in step 2. Because each layer is physically 

separated, access to each server can be restricted by IP 

address or by using complex firewall rules.

For instance, assume you would like the scheduled job to 

be able to access just one computer from the application 

farm. You can easily achieve this by applying the right 

firewall rules on that specific application computer.

A more complex example could involve separating the 

DMZ from the private network. This could also be easily 

achieved using the architecture described above, by 

applying the firewall rules on the DMZ and the private 

network. Additionally, the private networks can be 

segmented through internal firewalls and/or subnets for 

additional protection, protecting the database cluster to 

avoid, for example, loss of data.

Thus, security can be extremely flexible, with the ability to 

apply rules at network, farm and server level. 

Data migration can be the most complex part of a software 

development project. It’s common to assume that, because 

it’s the last phase of the project, data migration can be 

achieved simply by copying and transforming data.

Unfortunately this approach doesn’t always work for 

large projects with complicated data structures and 

dependencies. In this scenario, data should be migrated 

during the development of the application.

Each minimum releasable feature should include a 

data migration API that facilitates data movement from 

the legacy system to the new system. Exposing a data 

migration API provides control over data flow, and assures 

data quality and consistency. This API can be offloaded on 

a different server, as described in step 2.

The difficulty with changing requirements is that they 

sometimes depend on other layers and can be painful to 

implement. They can also be difficult to deploy. 

Overcoming these challenges requires clear separation 

of concerns between the layers. A physical separation, 

as described in step 2, gives developers even more 

responsibility in terms of keeping the logic separated.

This can simplify deployment because the new  

functionality only needs to be deployed on the servers  

on which it’s hosted.

Conclusion 

Every software development project comes with its own challenges. However, the better the architecture, the easier 

it is to overcome these challenges. Accounting for non-functional requirements – such as performance, scalability, 

security and data migration – at the outset makes for a more cost-effective and efficient development process.



Getting to know you

We learn about your requirements, goals and working culture and develop  

a roadmap that sets out exactly what you need.

Our developers, testers and managers take on your methodology, procedures  

and working practices, adapting quickly to your culture in order to deliver results.

Being transparent

Our experts excel at adopting different working practices. They have considerable 

experience of applying the agile approach to software development, giving you 

complete control and visibility of the entire project.

Our solutions

We provide development resources and .NET specialists on a consultancy basis 

and for bespoke projects. And we can supply you with new teams or extend your 

existing resource.

ABOUT AMDARIS

We help businesses solve their software development resource issues and 
technical challenges.

We provide teams of .NET software development experts that extend your IT capabilities by 

integrating with your team, reporting to you and adopting your working practices. The result: 

high quality software that achieves your goals – on time and on budget.

For more information and advice about enterprise architecture or wider software  

development issues, visit www.amdaris.com, email ask@amdaris.com or call 0117 935 3444.
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